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KODIAK
its that time of year
when kodiak fishermen should be
whistling while they work and telling
tall tales of big catches bad weather
and big money
not this year the results of the exxon valdez oil spill go way beyond tar
balls and oiled beached and into the
hard working
personal lives of the hardworking
kodiak fishermen who are left
frustrated out of work and guessing
when the opening for fishing may be
tune they alaska department
last time
of fish and game said there would
be an opening we took off got there
sat there and they ended up canceling it that night we went there for
nothing just a waste of time fisherman dave bisbgger
bisegger said
the biggest frustration for most
fishermen is
is their state of dormancy
the boat harbor which isis usually bare
this time of season is
is practically full
and many of the fishermen are at
home
ordinarily with this many boats in
town there would be a lot going on
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but there isnt anyone around

everybodys gone home

the

crewmen have left theyre going
home to wait theyre going home to
bum out said john schactler of FIV
FV

uland
boats remain idle in the kodiak harbor affecting the lives of commercial fishermen throughout the island

natalia

even though fishermen have been

affected by the oil spill ever since the
first herring season was shut down in
prince william sound some have
been lucky A few have had a good
herring season some have been
tendering in bristol bay for the salmon
fishery and even more are under contract with veco
yet some havent been so fortunate and they just dont know what
to do along with the fishing season
e s of the
being down so are the morales
moral
fishing fleet
jim pearson a kodiak resident of
46 years and a fisherman on the dawn
mist attributed the dip in morale to
the inactivity
not knowing the answers to questions of when theyre going to get
paid or even if theyre going to get
paid
most people like to be busy dopearson said
ing something
for the
with the depression hopes tor
future arent too bright
thinkingg next years not going
thinkin
im chinkin
phig
chig
any
fish
come back
good the
to be
to spawn and for the ones who are
leaving all they smell is the oil how
arc they going to know where to go
are
next year
bisegger asked
bisbgger
fishermen say theyre disgusted
with what they feel is adf&g the
department of environmental conservation exxon
and vecos
exxonand
becos inability to
deal with the oil spill and the wrecked
fishing season
most just want the bureaucratic
suspense
suspense to end and for the departments to stop playing on an emotional
wa of life
merry go round with their way

they should just close the whole
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season and let us go to work
one fisherman said
and bisbgger
bisegger said they should
have
riave done that a long time ago
just close the season and send all
of the boats out to clean the oil up
he said
the other fisherman schactler o0 ffered his view 1 I think the federal
government should have jumped in
they should have had all of the
fishermen working on it they should
have had the navy the marines and
the army working on it
our armed forces arent doing
anything right now they should have
had everybody the whole country
working on it they might have taken
care of it
yet some fishermen arent so
critical of exxon
A lot of things could have been
done according to hindsight but its
it s
all so new people just didnt kno
know
w
what to do exxon is such a big
organization 1I think they just got
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bureaucracies and they cant do
much
its a complicated thing
pearson said
schactler agreed
exxon can only do so much he
said its physically impossible for
exxon to totally clean all of the oil up
they
everybody wants them to but they
1.000
000
cant totally clean up 800 to 11000
miles of beach

sue ann
am waller is a senior at kodiak
high school
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john Schact
we to clean up all of the spilled oil
schactler
lir says itits impossible

